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Combining some of the world's most appreciated genres, The Hypercubes is a hybrid combining The

Chems + Massive Attack + Kruder  Dorfmeister + Orbital into one whole and WON THE BEST DANCE

ALBUM 13 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: House, ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop Details: Website:

adlibsounds.com Contact: contact@adlibsounds The Hypercubes = The Chems + Massive Attack +

Kruder  Dorfmeister + Orbital Prepare yourself to an elevated level of emotional excitement and soar to

new heights of enjoyment with The Hypercubes VIBGYOR CD. Combining some of the world's most

appreciated genres, The Hypercubes is a hybrid combining The Chems + Massive Attack + Kruder 

Dorfmeister + Orbital into one whole. VIBGYOR, an album that won the BEST DANCE ALBUM, is a blend

of Chill out, Ambient  Trip-Hop. A CD with a distinctive and unique flavor. The Hypercubes' "VIBGYOR'"

explores the many facets of emotions that are experienced by all of us, ranging from extreme joy to deep

sorrow VIBGYOR the album is a labour of love and devotion, brilliantly combining all of The Hypercubes'

sonic obsessions, in a plethora of tracks irresistibly seductive to pop, club and chill folks. Succumb to the

sleazy sound of THC. Each of the thirteen songs was a dream come true as they woo-ed KLites to a

dance floor-friendly venture. The CD starts off with Poem to the World, an intro track thats inviting.

Backed by a soundtrack thats downright hyper, What aUp to you is as instantly mind-bending a track, as

anything you will hear all year. Then there's the pulsing, Rollercoaster which captures perfectly the

uplifting, head-on non-stop crawl from one manic night to another while boasting a wobbly synth refrain

with the bass-heavy WHOOP - with chunky funk stomped all over it, and just a smudge of Chicago house.

There is a melody and a tune to suit your every mood, let "VIBGYOR'" awaken your senses in a way you

never thought possible. For more details visit adlibworld.com
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